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Case

03

Issue

Make public the internal prioritization of Case 03 called “deaths
unlawfully presented as casualties by State agents”

The Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts
and Conducts (hereinafter the Recognition Chamber, Chamber or SRVR), in exercise
of its constitutional, legal and regulatory powers, issues the following Order by which
it makes known to the general public the internal prioritization of Case 03 called
“deaths unlawfully presented as casualties by State agents”.
I.

CONSIDERATIONS

1.
Through Ruling No. 05 of July 17, 2018, the Recognition Chamber was made
known of Case 03, based on Report No. 5 presented by the Office of the Attorney
General of the Nation, called “Deaths unlawfully presented as casualties by State
agents”(MIPCBC). In the second numeral of said Ruling, the Recognition Chamber
decreed the opening of the stage for contribution to the truth and admission of
liability regarding the conducts associated with deaths unlawfully presented as
casualties by State agents and, within the framework of this stage, ordered the call for
corresponding voluntary versions.
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2.

In exercise of its constitutional and legal powers, the Recognition Chamber, by means
of this Order, discloses the internal prioritization route of macro case 031. For this purpose: (i)
highlights the constitutional and legal provisions and the factual circumstances that allow the
adoption of a prioritization strategy in the development of the investigation of Case 03, and
(ii) describes the application of the prioritization methodology in this macro case.
A. Application of prioritization criteria within Case 03

3.

In accordance with the provisions of the Political Constitution, transitory article 66:
“The prioritization criteria as well as selection criteria are inherent to transitional justice instruments”
(bold out of text). The Constitutional Court, when declaring the constitutionality of this
transitory article in Judgement C-579, affirmed that “the approach of Legislative Act 01 of 2012 is
not aimed at establishing impunity for some crimes, but at changing the investigation strategy of the
"case by case", which makes it difficult to guarantee the right to justice of the victims of massive human
rights violations, due to the structuring of macro-processes where there is a massive
participation of all the victims and that are not structured randomly, but by context and
analysis based investigations of organized crime structures "2 (bold out of text).

4.

Legislative Act 01 of 2017, in transitory article 7, establishes that “the Chamber for the
Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, […] will carry out
their work according to prioritization criteria based on the severity and representativeness of the crimes
and the degree of liability ”.3

5.

This criteria was developed in Law 1957 of 2019, Statutory of the Administration of
Justice in the Special Jurisdiction for Peace (hereafter JEP) 4; in the Procedure Rules for the
Special Jurisdiction for Peace, Law 1922 of 2018 5, and by the SRVR in the document called
"Criteria and Methodology for Prioritization of Cases and Situations in the Chamber for
Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conduct ” 6.

In this ruling we use the expression "internal prioritization" to differentiate it from the global investigation
strategy of the Reconnaissance Chamber that led to the prioritization, up to now, of 7 macro cases, derived from
the particular investigation that is carried out in each of these macro cases.
2 Paragraph 8.2.2, Judgment C-579 of 2013, M.P. Jorge Ignacio Pretelt Chaljub, Constitutional Court
3 The Constitutional Court declared the constitutionality of this Legislative Act through Judgment C-674 of 2017
where it restated its case law, in particular, when regarding the prioritization criteria, stated that “prioritization is a
technique for managing criminal investigation, which consists of regrouping individual cases, in accordance with criminal
patterns, constructed from the crossing of different variables (temporal, geographical, kind of victim, etc.), and in this way,
concentrates investigative efforts towards certain suspects or criminal organizations " Constitutional Court, Judgement C674 de 2017, M.P. Luis Guillermo Guerrero Pérez.
4Law 1957 of 2019, Art. 79: (1) “in order to issue its resolution [of conclusions], it must focus from the beginning on the
most serious cases and on the most representative behaviors or practices” (2) “to ensure the efficient, effective and prompt
operation of the JEP, the Chamber will have the broadest powers to organize its tasks, integrate work commissions, set
priorities, accumulate similar cases and define the sequence in which the
1
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6.

The Constitutional Court, when reviewing the constitutionality of Law 1957 of 2019,
established that prioritization "must be exercised in order to overcome impunity through public and
objective criteria" and that it is a tool used by transitional justice 7. Constitutional case law
supports the use of this tool on the characteristics of the criminal investigation in the

transitional justice of macroprocesses and not "case by case", and for the fulfillment of
the rights of the victims: "regroup individual cases, following criminal patterns, constructed
from the crossing of different variables (temporal, geographic, quality of the victim, etc.), and
in this way, concentrate investigative efforts towards certain suspects or criminal
organizations"8, and establish “a strategic order for the investigation and the court trial
[that], can contribute to better results9. This concentration of investigative efforts and
better results, for its part, results in the fulfillment of the rights of the victims and in
the fulfillment of the objective of these transitional justice mechanisms of “promoting,
as its name indicates, a transition in a reasonable time, and not prolong or make permanent the
need for justice of the society, the victims and those responsible, enabling conditions of
reconciliationon”10.
7.
Neither the law nor the Court established the procedural phase in which the
Recognition Chamber could apply these prioritization criteria, so the Chamber
considers that the use of the prioritization tool can occur at all levels or phases of the
investigation that this Chamber advances. Always in accordance with the
particularities of each macro-case that arise from the different methodological
approaches of the Recognition Chamber, and in exercise of the judicial autonomy of
the judge.
8.
National and comparative judicial practice has shown that the application of
prioritization criteria is more efficient for the judicial management of numerous and
complex cases and, in addition, constitutes a justifiable and legitimate way of
managing resources at the national and international level and, in in particular, for the
victims of these crimes11. The use of these criteria as recommended by the United
Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion of truth, justice, reparation and
guarantees of non-repetition, is a tool available to justice operators12.

__________________
will address, as well as adopt decongestion criteria. When exercising these powers, it will consider the need to prevent both
serious and representative conduct from going unpunished, as well as to prevent the congestion of the Court.
5 Law 1922 of 2018, article 27D.
6 See JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, “The Criteria and Methodology for
Prioritization of Cases and Situations”, 2018. Available at: https://www.jep.gov.co/Documents/CriteriosYMetodologiaDePriorizacion.pdf
7 Constitutional Court, Sentence C-080 of 2018, M.P. Antonio José Lizarazo Ocampo: “[…] The prioritization tool is not only
necessary but mandatory in the context of transitional justice […] It should be further clarified that the obligation of prioritization
is not exclusive to the JEP. The investigation, prosecution and punishment of many of those responsible for these events may fall
within the jurisdiction of the ordinary jurisdiction […]. "
8Constitutional Court, Judgement C-674 of 2017, M.P. Luis Guillermo Guerrero Pérez.
9Constitutional Court, Judgement C-674 of 2017, M.P. Luis Guillermo Guerrero Pérez.
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Constitutional Court, Judgement C-080 of 2018, M.P. Antonio José Lizarazo Ocampo.
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9.
Following what is established in transitory article 66 of the Political
Constitution, article 7 of transitory article 1 of Legislative Act 01 of 2017, and
considering the universe of relevant facts for Case 03 and the particular investigation
strategy adopted, which ranges from “Bottom up” in determining what happened and
individual liabilities, the Chamber considers the application of prioritization criteria
for the investigation within Case 03 useful and necessary. The Chamber understands
that it is empowered to adopt a strategic order not only for the purposes of opening
cases but also for the investigation of the facts in the framework of prioritized cases,
since in this second context it also faces massive universes of crimes, victims and
alleged perpetrators.
10.
In Order 005 of 2018 by which it advocated being knowledgeable the of Case
03, for purposes of prioritizing the case, the Recognition Chamber found from the
report of the Attorney General's Office that the deaths illegitimately presented as
casualties in Colombia (i) involved serious violation of human rights of at least 2,248
victims between 1988 and 2014, and of those, 59.3% between 2006 and 200813, (ii) that
these events occurred in 29 of the 32 departments of the country, and (iii) that more
than 90% Law Enforcement Officers who have voluntarily appeared before the JEP,
presumably have participated in this type of act15.
See, among others: ICTY and ICTR: ICTY Prosecutor's Office, “Internal Memorandum”, of October 17,
1995 and ICTY Prosecutor's Office, “Internal Circular”, modified on November 20, 2000, “a new
internal document intended to review the procedure for opening new investigations or changing
existing ones with a view to streamlining the selection of cases "cited in: BERGSMO and SAFFON,"
Facing a row of past atrocities: how to select and prioritize core international crime cases? " [2011]; Resolution
1503 of 2003 of the Security Council of the United Nations; Resolution 1534 of 2004, the Council urged
the prosecutors of the ICTY and the ICTR “to review the number of cases” and to focus on the highestranking leaders, ”paras. 4 and 5; International Criminal Court: Art. 53 of the Rome Statute, paragraphs
1 and 2 for the selection criteria and 3 for the judicial control of its application; Policy documents of the
Office of the Prosecutor (available at: https://www.icc-cpi.int/itemsDocuments/20160915_OTPPolicy_Case-Selection_Eng.pdf;, and in particular, the updated version of the document published by
OP-CPI in 2016, “Policy paper on case selection and prioritization” of September 15, 2016, available at:
https://www.icc-cpi.int
/itemsDocuments/20160915_OTP-Policy_Case-Selection_Eng.pdf;
United
Nations, General Assembly, Human Rights Council. Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion
of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees of non-repetition, Pablo de Greiff, 2014. Document A / HRC
/ 27/56; Office of the Attorney General of the Nation, Directive 002 of 2015, p. 3 and Toolbox: practical
guide for prioritization, FGN, 2015: Booklet 1: Basic components of the Prioritization policy. P. 13.
12 United Nations, General Assembly, Human Rights Council. Report of the Special Rapporteur on the
promotion of truth, justice, reparation and guarantees of non-repetition, Pablo de Greiff, 2014.
Document A / HRC / 27/56. Para. 41.
13 Paragraph 18.e., Order 005 of 2018, Recognition Chamber, JEP.
14 Paragraph 13.d., Order 005 of 2018, Recognition Chamber, JEP.
11
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11.
The Chamber also evidenced in said ruling that the MIPCBC have been
considered by the Colombian justice system as “a systematic and generalized practice
associated to serious human rights violations.”16.
12.
In the reports submitted to the JEP's Recognition Chamber, the victims'
organizations affirmed that the MIPCBC in Colombia were "recurrent" and "massive"
"in" the “entire country”. In his own words: “The perpetration of extrajudicial executions
has been a recurrent practice of state agents since the last century,… [when comparing figures]
it is evident that about two-thirds of the “casualties” were alleged extrajudicial executions,
therefore it could not be said that said practice was due to an isolated phenomenon”17. The
mothers of the victims of false positives from Soacha and Bogotá MAFAPO indicated:
"They were not one or two but thousands of boys who were taken from Soacha and other areas
of the country to show results in a war of lies."18 Likewise, the Municipal Committees of
Victims of the middle and lower Putumayo and the Regional Board of Social
Organizations of Putumayo, Baja Bota Caucana and Cofanía Jardines de Sucumbíos
(MEROS) indicated: "... the alarming increase in the number of cases of "false positives “in
the hands of members of the Public Force as of 2005 was not felt only in our territories, but
shook the entire country. […] ´Between the 2002 and 2008 period , this practice became an
unprecedented phenomenon […] that force us to study them as a set of interrelated facts´ […]
”19

13.
In their reports, victims' organizations also presented national estimates of the
magnitude of these crimes, for example, the Luis Carlos Pérez Collective noted: "We
think there are approximately 4,475 innocent civilians that are victims of false positives"20. As
well as, they highlighted periods of time and particular military units, noting that:

Paragraph 11, Order 005 of 2018, Recognition Chamber, JEP.
Third Section, judgment of July 14, 2016, rad. 730012331000200502702 01, C.P. Hernán Andrade Rincón.
Reiterated by the same Section in a judgment of September 5, 2017, rad. 73001-23-31-000-2008-00561-01 (38.058),
and in a judgment of December 6, 2017, rad. 05001233100020060053701 (42693). Cited in paragraph 18.d. Order
005 of 2018, Recognition Chamber, JEP.
17 REPORT DELIVERED BY MINGA “Like the rumbling of thunder. JUSTICE: The call of the victims of
Catatumbo. Documentation of cases of extrajudicial executions 2002 - 2009 ”. P. 4 and 14.
18REPORT DELIVERED BY MAFAPO - Foundation Mothers of False Positives of Soacha and Bogotá. P. 12.
19 REPORT DELIVERED BY THE VICTIMS OF PUTUMAYO, "Responsibility of the Public Force in the
department of Putumayo for the extrajudicial execution of civilians during the armed conflict." P. 17.
REPORT NO. 1 DELIVERED BY THE COLLECTIVE CORPORATION OF LAWYERS LUÍS CARLOS PÉREZ:
20Extrajudicial Executions in Santander and Norte Santander “Your absence will not go unpunished”. Page 17,
citing what was indicated by Omar Eduardo Rojas.
15
16
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Although it is not something new in Colombia, there was an accelerated and
unprecedented increase between 2002 and 2010 ", and that" during the years 2002 and
2008 extrajudicial executions were concentrated in certain military units (...). The
Fourth Brigades (belonging to the First Division and currently the Seventh Division),
Second (belonging to the First Division) and Twenty-Ninth (belonging to the Third
Division) of the National Army concentrated almost 40% of the total extrajudicial
executions that occurred during this time22.

14.
Based on investigation carried out by the Chamber to date and from the
rigorous contrasting of the different reports received, it appears that during the period
between 2002 and 2008, approximately 6,402 people were killed illegitimately to be
presented as casualties throughout the national territory. In order to fulfill the victims'
right to justice in the best possible way, identify and clarify the patterns of criminal
action and hold liable for systematic crimes to those who bear the ultimate liability;
the Chamber deems useful and necessary to address this investigation on objective
criteria that make it possible to group individual cases according to criminal patterns
and identify those who bear the ultimate liability. This avoids the investigation of
isolated individual facts without a strategic order. For such purpose, the Chamber has
decided to make use of the tool, which will allow a more efficient and legitimate
manner advancement of the investigation of "deaths unlawfully presented as
casualties by State agents."
15.
As part of this strategic organization, for this Case the Chamber adopted a
bottom up investigation strategy to determine what happened and the individual
liabilities. In this way, in the first place, it shall identify the determining parties and
those ultimately liable at the regional and local level; later, and based on the factual
and legal construction carried out in those first steps, it shall determine if there are
any and who are the those ultimately liable at territorial and national levels.
________________________
REPORT DELIVERED BY THE COMMITTEE FOR SOLIDARITY WITH POLITICAL PRISONERS,
Not criminals, not combatants! Page 1.
22 The dishonorable first place. Report on the General Staff of the First Division of the Colombian National
Army for the commission of extrajudicial executions from December 15, 2003 to April 28, 2005, presented
by CAJAR, the Corporación Jurídica Libertad (CJL), EQUITAS, the Colectivo de Víctimas Tejiendo
Memorias, the CSPP, the Yira Castro Legal Corporation (CJYC), Humanidad Vigente Legal
Corporation, the Minga Association, the Colombian Commission of Jurists (CCJ), the Orlando Fals
Borda Socio-legal Collective and the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission .
Filed before this Jurisdiction on November 24, 2020. Hereinafter, The Dishonorable First Place
Report.
23 Data resulting from the exercise of analysis, purification and unification of the figures contained
in the reports sent to the Recognition Chamber on MIPCBC by the Attorney General's Office, the
National Center for Historical Memory and the Colombia-Europe-United States Coordination . See,
JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to car CDG-016-2020 of
May 20, 2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296
21
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16.
The application of these prioritization criteria by the Chamber must comply
with the rules established by constitutional case laws, the Statutory Law and Law 1922
of 2018 regarding the guarantee of victims' rights. The Constitutional Court in
Sentence C-579 of 2013 established the rules that transitional justice mechanisms that
apply prioritization and selection criteria must follow so that it does not violate the
rights of the victims, highlighting, in particular, the obligation to grant as minimum
the due guarantees of: “(i) transparency of the selection and prioritization process, (ii) a
serious, impartial, effective investigation, completed within a reasonable time and with your
participation, [and] (iii) the existence of a remedy to challenge the decision on the selection and
prioritization of the case, […] ".24
17.
These rules were developed by Statutory Law 1957 of 201925, Law 1922 of 2018
and the case law of the Tribunal for Peace of the JEP. Regarding the obligation to
guarantee the transparency and participation of the victims in the proceedings before
the JEP, the Appeals Section of the Tribunal for Peace has established that
“the proceedings before the JEP are mandate to have maximum publicity” and that
“the action of the victims is necessary in all the processes carried out before the JEP
[as long as] […], it is a condition of possibility for the optimal functioning of the
SIVJRNR.
Their participation is decisive for their success […] Without the active intervention of
the victims, and without their critical vision in the face of a favorable provision the
jurisdiction would lose a valuable instrument of contrast, analysis and evaluation. "

18.
Law 1922 of 2018, for its part, specifically established the procedural
opportunities available to victims for the ruling on prioritization 4. Thus, the Chamber,
in addition to adopting an internal prioritization strategy of Case 03, which generates
better results, considers that, given the particularities of the macro case, it is
convenient to make it public in an order prior to the filing of the orders determining
the facts and conduct, and thus guarantee the transparency of the process and the
opportunity for the victims to make their statements on the assumptions of
prioritization of the investigation.
B. Application of the internal prioritization methodology in Case 03

Constitutional Court, Judgement C-579 of 2013, M.P. Jorge Ignacio Pretelt Chaljub, Item 8.4.2.C-579
Articles 13 and 14 of Law 1957 of 2018.
26 JEP, TP-SA-SENIT 1 of 2019. Para. 66
27 Ibid. Para. 67.
28 Article 27D.2, Law 1922 of 2018.
24

25
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19.
In order to make use of the prioritization tool, within the framework of the
investigation of Case 03, the Chamber applied the criteria defined by this body for this
purpose.5. This application allowed him to identify the periods of time and places
where the events took place, so the investigation would begin, as well as the military
units to which the alleged perpetrators of these events belonged.
20.
At first, based on the information received by the Chamber30, the components
of the macro case 03 were quantitatively grouped. This made it possible to identify the
ten (10) departments of the country with the highest number of victims of deaths
unlawfully presented as casualties in combat and the periods of greatest occurrence of
these events. Likewise, once the rates per 100,000 inhabitants were analyzed, an
important coincidence could be verified in these departments. After this first temporal
and territorial grouping, the prioritization criteria defined by the Recognition
Chamber were applied, making use of the established measurement elements, which
made it possible to prioritize six (6) sub-cases.
21.
They are described below: (i) the exercise of quantitative grouping of events
that made it possible to identify the departments of the country with the highest
number of victims of deaths unlawfully presented as casualties in combat and the
periods of time of greatest occurrence of these events, (ii) the quantitative and
qualitative application of the prioritization criteria established by the Chamber that
allowed defining the six (6) prioritized sub-cases, and (iii) the effects and scope of this
prioritization.
1. Quantitative grouping of the facts that make up the case 03
22.
In accordance with the provisions of the Chamber in the document "The
Criteria and Methodology for Prioritization of Cases and Situations", the first stage of
the prioritization process involves the identification of provisional groups of facts
within the jurisdiction of the SRVR, on which it obtained knowledge31.
23.
In order to determine the dimension of the macro criminal phenomenon of
deaths unlawfully presented as casualties by State agents, through Order CDG-016,
the Recognition Chamber required the Information Analysis Group to contrast the
different bases of data that both the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation and
the National Center for Historical Memory, as well as non-governmental
organizations, contributed as reports to the Chamber. These are the following
databases: (1) the Accusatory Oral Criminal System laws 906 of 2004 and 1098 of 2006
(SPOA), (2) the Judicial Information System of Law 600 of 2000 (SIJUF), (3) the
Observatory of Memory and Conflict of the National Center of Historical Memory
(CNMH), and (4) the Coordination Colombia Europe United States (CCEEU).
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______________________
29

See JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, "The

Criteria and Methodology for Prioritizing Cases and Situations", 2018.
30

Report of the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation, National Memory Center, Coordination Colombia

Europe United States and 32 reports by victims' organizations.
31

See JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, “The

Criteria and Methodology for Prioritizing Cases and Situations”, 2018. Para. 27, p. 9.

24.
On June 30, 2020, the GRAI responded to the Chamber's request with a
technical report, the full text of which is on file. According to the GRAI report 32, as the
victims' registries can be repeated both within the same source and throughout the
different databases, the data was refined both within and between systems, applying
the methodology called “ deduplication”33. Thus, duplicate records were identified
and unified both in the same database and between different databases.
25.
Once the duplicate records in the databases had been identified, refined and
unified, it was found that in total there are 6,402 unique victims of deaths unlawfully
presented as casualties between 2002 and 200834. In any case, the aforementioned
reports will continue to be verified by the Recognition Chamber, so it is not yet
possible to know the final number of victims. This figure is constantly being updated,
including the new facts identified through the voluntary versions and the data from
the Military Criminal Justice, some of which have been collected by the Chamber
through judicial inspections and others have been sent by that Jurisdiction.
26.
The following graph shows the pattern of the deaths illegitimately presented as
casualties by State agents in Colombia over time (1978-2016). The result of the
aggregation of the various sources, controlling the duplication, is summarized in the
blue line in the illustration:
Illustration 1: Historical pattern of the total number of victims of homicides perpetrated by the
Public Force, per source

____________________
See, JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to car CDG-016-2020 of May 20,
2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296.
33 Data deduplication is a specialized technique developed in the field of data science and statistics used to unify or
match duplicate copies of repeated data in one or more databases. In general terms, the data integration that is
carried out through this methodology consists of three steps: (i) The first is schema matching, which refers to the
identification of table structures, attributes and conceptual structures of the different databases that contain the
information to be matched. (ii) The second step is data matching, which is the identification and integration of
32
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individual records that refer to the same subjects within the same database or in different databases. (iii) The last
task known as data fusion is the process of combining in a database the groups of records classified as coincident
(referring to the same person). Applying this process to a database is known as deduplication. In this regard, see
Christen, Peter, “Data Matching Concepts and Techniques for Record Linkage, Entity Resolution, and Duplicate
Detection” (Springer, 2012). P. 3-4.
34 Preliminary figure subject to verification as sources of information and technical exercises to review the data
increase. See, JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to car CDG-016-2020 of
May 20, 2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296. Page 11.
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27.
Although the figures in each of the databases differ in magnitude, the trend
between the different sources of information is similar, identifying the period from
2000 to 2008 as the one with the highest number of victims. The aggregate result
shows that 78% of the total historical victimization is depicted during this period.
Likewise, the previous figure also indicates the increase in victimization from 2001 to
2007. While in 2001 there were 74 victims, in 2002 this number increased to 473, this
last number is equivalent to more than six times what was reported in the
immediately previous year.
28.
As indicated by the graph, both at the aggregate level and for each of the
sources, the year with the highest victimization corresponds to 2007. The CNMH, the
FGN and the CCEEU independently identified 2007 as the year with the highest
occurrence of this type of murder35.
29.
The graph also shows the decreasing behavior of victimization since 2007.
From 2007 to 2008, victimization was cut in half, from 1,624 victims in 2007 to 792 in
2008. The fall is even stronger from 2008 to 2009, reducing to one sixth, from 792
victims in 2008 to 122 in 2009. In summary, from 2007 to 2009, victimization decreased
by 92%, from 1,634 cases in 2007 to 122 in 200936.
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30.
At the territorial level, during the period with the highest number of victims, it
is observed that the department of Antioquia is the department with the highest
number, followed by Meta. As the following table shows, 66% of the national total of
victims from 2002 to 2008 are grouped in these 10 departments:
___________________
35

See, JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to car CDG-016-2020 of

May 20, 2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296. Page 12
36

Ibid. P. 13

Table 1: Top 10 departments with the highest number of victims 2002-2008
Department
Antioquia
Meta
Caquetá
Cesar
Norte De Santander
Tolima
Huila
Casanare
La Guajira
Cauca

2002
147
34
25
43
17
19
6
2
11
5

2003
152
74
23
46
24
21
4
15
17
6

2004
303
35
50
35
26
27
14
40
32
16

2005
290
28
41
31
27
15
25
26
22
21

2006
284
104
86
40
43
67
46
59
78
56

2007
297
90
73
90
99
65
106
95
36
61

2008
140
29
46
38
62
70
73
9
19
41

Own construction based on information contained in SIJUF, SPOA, CNMH, CCEEUU/

31.
In the department of Antioquia, 25% of the total number of victims occurred at
the national level during 2002 to 2008 was registered; that is, almost a quarter of the
national total. The year with the highest number of victims in this department is 2004.
For its part, the department of Meta accounts for 6% of the total number of victims
registered from 2002 to 2008, with 2007 being the year with the highest victimization.
32.
Likewise, after analyzing these data per 100,000 inhabitants, it was possible to
identify that the impact of the number of victims is more prominent in the department
of Casanare, included in the 10 highlighted departments.
33.
This first quantitative grouping of the facts that make up the case allowed us to
identify the 10 departments of the country with the highest number of victims of
deaths unlawfully presented as casualties in combat and the time period 2002 - 2008
as the one with the highest occurrence of these events.
2.

Application of the prioritization criteria established by the Chamber

34.
Following what is established in the constitutional and legal norms described
in the first part of this Order and by the Chamber in the prioritization methodology,
once the provisional universe of facts and conducts that make up the case had been
delimited, the prioritization criteria allowed to establish a reasonable order of care for
them and allocate differentiated resources37. Given the massive number of events that
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make up macro case 03, objective criteria were used to identify the period of time and
critical regions, as depicted in the previous paragraphs and, subsequently, objective,
subjective and complementary criteria were applied to prioritize regions or military
units. in critical periods within the extended time period of the case. The application
of these criteria and the internal prioritization that results from it are described below.
__________________
See JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and
Conducts, “The Criteria and Methodology for Prioritizing Cases and Situations”, 2018. Para. 33, p. 10.
37

35.
The application of the criteria described below was made from the information
received, collected and analyzed by the Chamber, to date, with respect to each group
of facts, which means that each one has particular elements analysis. The Chamber
receives, collects, analyzes and contrasts information from Case 03 permanently. As
we mentioned before, the prioritization process works as a cycle and responds to the
dynamism of the legal activity of investigation of international crimes. Thus,
prioritization decisions are applied by the Chamber periodically as the investigation
progresses according to the information collected.
i) Antioquia sub-case
Objective impact criterion:
36.
Regarding the objective impact criterion of the magnitude of the number of
victims, the Chamber found that from the facts that make up Case 03, the department
of Antioquia stands out for the number of victims, that is, the magnitude of the
victimization. Within the analysis of the victims that correspond to deaths unlawfully
presented as casualties , the department of Antioquia presents the highest number of
registered cases. According to Report No. 5 of the Attorney General's Office, this
department concentrates 29.4% of registered cases. According to this report: “(…)
Most of the deaths were concentrated in nine (9) departments. According to the information
compiled, the department with the most cases is Antioquia, where there were 662 deaths open
to question. In turn, within this department are the two municipalities with the most victims,
Granada and Medellín (…)39 ”.
37.
Regarding the spatial location of the victimizations, most of the cases are
located in eastern Antioquia. As highlighted by the Office of the Attorney General of
the Nation in the report submitted and revealed by the analysis of the global figures of
the Office of the Prosecutor, the CNMH and the CCEEU:
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__________________
Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Deaths illegitimately presented as casualties by State
agents, report No. 5 of the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation to the Special Jurisdiction for Peace.
Bogotá: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation, 2018. Page 14.
39 Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Deaths illegitimately presented as casualties by State
agents, report No. 5 of the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation to the Special Jurisdiction for Peace.
Bogotá: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation, 2018. Page 43.
38

Table 2: Number of victims by regions of Antioquia
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total general
Bajo Cauca
0
0
4
7
18
13
1
43
Magdalena Medio 3
3
5
4
4
12
9
40
Nordeste
30
10
8
3
24
49
30
154
Norte
16
10
21
32
75
57
23
234
Occidente
1
5
15
22
35
11
17
106
Oriente
42
97 142 93
42
65
20
501
Suroeste
4
2
15
15
32
11
11
90
Urabá
1
5
12
26
10
24
11
89
Valle de Aburrá
50
20
79
88
44
55
18
354
Total general
147 152 301 290 284 297 140
1611*

Source: Own construction based on information contained in SIJUF, SPOA, CNMH, CCEEUU/
* There is a difference of two victims between this total and the total number of victims identified for
the department of Antioquia 2002 - 2008, this is because these two registered individuals do not have a
municipality assigned in the databases.

38.
Making use of the Report of the Executive Secretary and that of the Attorney
General's Office as the initial document, it was observed that four of the eight
divisions of the National Army, First, Second, Fourth and Seventh, account for about
60% of the cases. The First40 and Seventh correspond to units with jurisdiction in the
department of Antioquia. Likewise, the Prosecutor's Office, in the submitted report,
identified the battalions at the national level per number of cases investigated, both
for Law 600 of 2000 and for Law 906 of 200441. In the first ten positions of this list there
are four battalions with jurisdiction in municipalities of Antioquia, which are the
Artillery Battalion No. 4 "Colonel Jorge Eduardo Sánchez Rodríguez" (Bajes), Infantry
Battalion No. 10 "Colonel Atanasio Girardot" (Bigir), Battalion of Combat Engineers
No. 4 "General Pedro Nel Ospina" (Biosp) and the Airborne Infantry Battalion No. 31
Rifles (Birif), of the First and Seventh Divisions, as shown below:
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__________________
The First Division of the National Army had jurisdiction in the department of Antioquia until 2005, at
which time the Seventh Division with jurisdiction in this department was created.
41Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 36
40

Table 3: Number of MIPCBC by military units with jurisdiction in the department of
Antioquia

Battalion

No. of
Victims

Position
in Law
600

Position
in Law
906

Position in
total count

Cases in
departments

1
2
3

Bajes
Bigir
Bisan

103
74
65

2
7
9

9
3
5

2
3
4

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Biosp
Bijua
Bicai
Biroj
Bipig
Bivar
Birif

56
51
48
46
42
42
40

12
15
28
21
23
16
14

12
11
2
7
10
19
29

7
10
12
15
16
17
18

Antioquia
Antioquia
Norte De
Santander, Cesar
Antioquia
Caquetá, Putumayo
Tolima
Vichada, Meta
Huila, Cauca
Meta
Antioquia, Córdoba

#

Division
I and VII
I and VII
II
I and VII
VI
V
IV
V
IV
I and VII

Source: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation42

39.
Regarding the military units with jurisdiction in the department of Antioquia,
the Chamber found that the IV Brigade could be responsible for 73% of the deaths
identified in the department between 2000 and 2013 (Table 4). The highest number of
victims are included in the 2002-2007 period, and in 2003, 2004 and 2005 there is a
greater participation of the military unit in the total number of victims identified in
the department.
Table 4: Participation of the Fourth Brigade in the deaths identified
in the Department of Antioquia.
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Año

BR4

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total general

33
6
107
131
257
246
196
166
74
9
7
4
2
4
1242

Otras Unidades
Total
Militares
Antioquia
3
36
2
8
40
147
21
152
42
299
52
298
88
284
131
297
66
140
2
11
6
13
4
8
4
6
4
8
465
1707

% BR4
92%
75%
73%
86%
86%
83%
69%
56%
53%
82%
54%
50%
33%
50%
73%

Own elaboration based on the data provided by the FGN, the CCEEUU and the CNMH.

_________________
Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 36

42

40.
Within the IV Brigade, based on the analysis of the data provided by the FGN,
the CCEEUU and the CNMH, the following units and periods of time of greatest
victimization can be highlighted:
Table 5: Number of victims of the Fourth Brigade broken down by
Battalion and year of occurrence of the facts.
Año / Unidad
BAJES BIAMA BIGIR BINUT BIOSP BIPEB CMJCO Otras Unidades Total general
Militar
2000
4
0
0
10
12
1
5
1
33
2001
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
6
2002
29
1
9
4
5
1
13
45
107
2003
74
0
6
3
4
3
25
16
131
2004
87
0
19
10
26
5
52
58
257
2005
57
1
25
11
55
15
44
38
246
2006
18
0
47
14
35
25
26
31
196
2007
26
0
26
10
35
9
39
21
166
2008
9
0
16
6
12
8
12
11
74
Total general
306
2
149
68
185
68
216
222
1216

Own elaboration based on the data provided by the FGN, the CCEEUU and the CNMH.

41.
Reports from human rights organizations such as the Colombia-Europe-United
States Coordination43 had similar conclusions, where the number of casualties open to
question reported in this area of the country is notorious, in particular the role of the
military units attached to the IV Brigade. with jurisdiction over 92 municipalities of
Antioquia. Likewise, the non-governmental organizations Corporación Jurídica Yira
Castro (CJYC), Corporación Jurídica Libertad (CJL), Humanidad Vigente Corporación
Jurídica (HVCJ), and EQUITAS (Colombian Interdisciplinary Team of Forensic Work and
Psychosocial Assistance) analyzed in their report “No carelessness or rotten apples.”
Extrajudicial Executions In Antioquia, A State Policy ”more than 65 cases with 97 victims,
of which 18 people remain unidentified. The Chamber makes relevant comments about
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the reports delivered by the victims' organizations to this Chamber regarding the units of
the IV Brigade, namely: report “The most effective Brigade”. Crimes of the Fourth Brigade
under Democratic Security and Plan Colombia (2002-2003). ”, submitted to the JEP by the
Corporación Jurídica Libertad and the report “The dishonorable first place. Report on the
responsibility of the Staff Officers of the First Division of the Colombian National Army for the
commission of Extrajudicial Executions in the period December 15, 2003 to April 28, 2005
”submitted to the JEP by the Corporación Jurídica Libertad and the Collective of Lawyers
José Alvear Restrepo).

_____________________
43

Colombia-Europe-United States coordination. Extrajudicial executions in Colombia 2002-2010: Crimes against
humanity under the mandate of democratic security, 2012 [Consultation: 06/20/2018] Available at:
https://coeuropa.org.co/ejecuciones-extrajudionales-en-colombia -2002-2010-crimes-against-humanity-under-themandate-of-the-defense-and-democratic-security-policy /

42.
This allowed the Chamber to conclude that in the department of Antioquia it will
prioritize the investigation of the events that occurred between January 2003 and
December 2005 in Eastern Antioquia, which corresponded to deaths unlawfully presented
as casualties by members of the Artillery Battalion No. 4, “Colonel Jorge Eduardo
Sánchez, as well as the most representative events that corresponded to deaths unlawfully
presented as casualties in perpetrated by members of the Mechanized Cavalry Group No.
4" Juan del Corral "; the Urban Special Forces Group No. 5, the Infantry Battalion No. 32
"General Pedro Justo Berrío" "; the Infantry Battalion No. 10" Coronel Atanasio Girardot ";
and the Combat Engineer Battalion No. 4" General Pedro Nel Ospina ".
Emblematic case of the Antioquia sub-case: The Las Mercedes de Dabeiba
Cemetery, Antioquia
43.
The interaction of the different prioritization criteria established by the
Recognition Chamber44 allows not only the efficient management of the workload
through the grouping, concentration and prioritization phases itself, but also, as
mentioned above, in a permanent cycle of analysis, it can be used to adopt strategies
that maximize the efficiency of the Jurisdiction's actions. Following this logic, it is
valuable, also within macro cases, the investigation of emblematic or illustrative cases
through where larger-scale criminal phenomena can be evidenced.45
44.
Emblematic or illustrative cases usually include elements of severity, high
vulnerability of the victims, situation of power of the perpetrator, recurrence of
victimization on the same population group. In the framework of Case 03, an
appearing person called to render a voluntary version of events that occurred in the
department of Huila presented before the Recognition Chamber facts related to
MIPBC when he was a member of Counter-guerrilla Battalion No. 79, attached to
Mobile Brigade 11 in Dabeiba, Antioquia. Additionally, he provided information
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about his participation in the burial practice of MIPBC victims in the Las Mercedes
Catholic Cemetery located in that municipality.

_______________
See JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, “The
Criteria and Methodology for Prioritization of Cases and Situations”, 2018. Available at: https://www.jep.gov.co/
Documents / CriteriosYMetodologiaDePriorizacion.pdf
45 In this regard, in the Legal Protection Judgment ST-010 of July 14, 2020, the Section for Absence of Recognition of
Truth and Responsibility of the Tribunal for Peace indicated: SRVR, it is possible to appreciate a level of knowledge that
contributes to the clarification of macro crime patterns, to reveal criminal structures or that have played decisive roles in
emblematic cases, specific weight should be given to these factors in the weighting of the prioritization criteria, so that real
contributions are made possible in a timely manner that can provide satisfaction to large groups of victims, or who are in a
position to reconstruct emblematic and representative episodes of the conflict. "
44

45.
In compliance with its contrasting duties, the SRVR proceeded to conduct
investigative tasks such as conducting judicial inspections in different offices of the
Military Criminal Justice46 at the Nuestra Señora del Perpetuo Socorro Hospital in
Dabeiba, among others47. The findings of these inquiries made it possible to identify
elements that are representative of macro criminal patterns of events that go back, at
least, to 1997, so their clarification is pertinent in light of the prioritization criteria, as
particular characteristics of severity, the victims having been members of groups
exposed to the violent action of different actors in the armed conflict and the
perpetrators having taken advantage of situation of vulnerability of the victims.
Objective impact criterion:
46.
The information on the way in which MIPBC was perpetrated by members of
military units that were present in Dabeiba and the surrounding municipalities, one of
the territories most affected by the armed conflict, shows different modus operandi
and criminal practices that could be classified as crimes under the jurisdiction of the
JEP. For this purpose, orders have been issued to the UIA to conduct several days of
land inspectionand the consequent location, exhumation and recovery of unidentified
bodies in the Las Mercedes Catholic Cemetery. The provisional results of the
contrasting and clarification task allow the objective criterion of impact to be
considered satisfied due to the representativeness of the victimizing events.
47.
Thus, on February 17, 2020, the JEP handed over the body of Edison Lexánder
Lezcano Hurtado, 23, who was the father of three children and worked as a farmer in
a rural area of the municipality when he was assassinated by members of the National
Army in 2002. The contributions to the truth of members of the public force, together
with the investigation and exhumation carried out by the JEP in the Las Mercedes
Catholic Cemetery and the work of Legal Medicine, led to the full identification of
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Edison Lexánder Lezcano Hurtado, whose place of burial had been withheld from his
relatives. These activities have had a restorative effect and further clarification has
even greater potential from that perspective48.
___________________
On October 11, 2019 in Prosecutor's Offices 13 and 28 before the Brigade Court, Bogotá; on October 16, 2019 in
Courts 28 and 62 of Military Criminal Investigation of Carepa, Antioquia; on October 25, 2019 before the 29th
Prosecutor's Office before the Brigade Court, Bogotá.
47 On September 6, 2019 and February 21, 2020.
48 On November 10, 2020, the bodies of Yulieth Andrea Tuberquia (14 years old) Nelson Antonio Góez Manco,
Alveiro Úsuga Uribe and Eliécer de Jesús Manco Úsuga (12 years old) Úsuga Uribe and Manco Úsuga were
exhumed. by the JEP in the Las Mercedes cemetery and Tuberquia and Góez Manco were identified thanks to
the taking of DNA samples conducted by the JEP and the National Institute of Legal Medicine in February
2020.
46

48.

On the other hand, the activities carried out by the Recognition Chamber in Case 03
have revealed the facts related to MIPBC in the municipality of Dabeiba, preliminarily linked
to the report of the victims as unidentified persons, apparently buried in doubtful conditions
at Las Mercedes Catholic Cemetery. In these facts, for starters, members of three military units
that, in certain time frames, had jurisdiction in Dabeiba are highlighted: Mobile Brigade No.
11, Counter-guerrilla Battalion No. 79 and Counter-guerrilla Battalion No. 26 “Arhuacos”49.
Thanks to the connection between the forensic work of exhumation, identification and
dignified delivery of the buried bodies, there has been information gathered about the
participation of members of various military units, that although in different time periods,
carried out practices and patterns of similar victimization.

49.

Additionally, the activities developed by the Recognition Chamber in Case 04 in the
prioritized municipality of Dabeiba50, Where it had been revealed a number victimizing acts
associated with forced disappearances and other serious behaviors committed against the
civilian population by military units present in the territory. In these events, in principle,
members of the tactical units of the 17th Brigade, including the Counterguerrilla Battalion No.
26 “Arhuacos” stood out and they coincided with other findings of Case 03 in the
identification of military units that were added to the 17th Brigade. since 2005 as the
Counterguerrilla Battalion No. 79, from the 11th Mobile Brigade, among others.
Subjective impact criterion:

50.

Additionally, the subjective impact criterion is fulfilled, since there are elements that
suggest that the population affected by victimizing facts subject of homicides and forced
disappearances, are part of ethnic peoples. Thus, 150 people, mostly indigenous Embera,
participated in the second day DNA sampling convened by the JEP and Legal Medicine in
Dabeiba between November 8 and 14. Although the Order with which the second day was
ordered summoned 121 people, the number of relatives of victims of forced disappearance
exceeded expectations.
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Information availability criteria:

51.

The information obtained by the Recognition Chamber in the investigations of Case
03,that pursues the clarification of the facts that evidence the irregular burials in the Las
Mercedes Catholic Cemetery in Dabeiba, has revealed common investigative elements that are
also present and that are complemented by the findings of Case 04 (Territorial situation of the
Urabá region) that includes Dabeiba in the ten prioritized municipalities. This cross-section of
the interests of two macro-cases enhances the availability of information and produces a
double impact on the investigation. Therefore, with the goal of enhancing the effectiveness of
the investigation and encompassing the complexity of the victimizations related to the armed
conflict in Urabá, joint proceedings are carried out in both cases, that have obtained
significant advances in the prosecution of the perpetrators and new findings on

victimizing facts hitherto unknown by justice.
________________
Counterguerrilla Battalion No. 26 was assigned to Brigade 17 until 1999.
JEP. Justice Chamber. SRVR. Order 040 of September 11, 2018. Prioritization of the territorial situation of the
Urabá region.
49

50

52.
Thus, about the events that took place in Dabeiba, to date 15 members of the
public force, of different ranks, including Battalion and Brigade Commanders, have
submitted their voluntary versions to the JEP for the facts related to the Las Mercedes
Catholic Cemetery. Most of them had never been investigated by the ordinary courts,
some are still active in the Army and a good part of the versions acknowledged
liability and participation in the perpetration of crimes that had not been prosecuted
before.
ii) Caribbean Coast sub-case
Objective impact criterion:
53.
The analysis and contrasting of the reports received related to MIPCBC in the
departments of Cesar and La Guajira allowed the Chamber, in a first phase, to identify
the military units involved in the events and the main characteristics of the victims.
54.
The First Division of the Army51, between 2002 and 200552, had the highest
number of deaths under question at the national level, as stated by the Attorney
General's Office in its report 553and according to said entity, most of those deaths were
in the north of Cesar, jurisdiction of the Artillery Battalion No. 2 "La Popa"
(hereinafter Bapop) and the south of La Guajira, jurisdiction of the Juan José Rondón
Mechanized Group "(hereinafter Gmron).
55.
According to this same source, the department of Cesar reports the third place
of incidence in victimization in the country, with 7.7% of the cases analyzed by the
Prosecutor's Office in its report (corresponding to 173 questioned casualties) and La
Guajira the ninth with 90 deaths in question , equivalent to 4%. Thus, the First
Division registered 15% of the casualties in question analyzed at the national level
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and, within this, Bapop had the largest number of investigated cases (166), which
represent 51% of the total of the Division, occupying the position of the battalion with
the highest number of investigated cases in Law 600 before the Prosecutor's Office,
followed by the Gmron with 24% of the deaths.

_____________________________
The First Division is made up of two Brigades, the 10th Armored Brigade and the Second Brigade. Prior to the
activation of the Tenth Armored Brigade, under the command of the Second Brigade, Operational Command 7
functioned, on which the La Popa battalion and three other tactical units that today are under the jurisdiction of
the Tenth Armored Brigade depended.
52Period for which the First Division had jurisdiction in the departments of La Guajira, Magdalena, Bolívar,
Sucre, Córdoba, Antioquia and Chocó, as well as in the northern and central municipalities of Cesar and Bolívar.
53 Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Deaths unlawfully presented as casualties by State agents,
report No. 5 of the Attorney General's Office to the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Bogotá: Office of the Attorney General
of the Nation, 2018. Pages. 13, 36-37, 43, 55. The units that will later make up the Seventh Division are included in
this analysis.
54Op. Cit. Page 57
51

Illustration 2. Number of deaths investigated per battalion, First Division. 1997-2008

Graph and source: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. page 56

56.
Thus, the Artillery Battalion No. 2 "La Popa", with jurisdiction in Agustín
Codazzi, Bosconia, El Copey, La Paz, Manaure, Pueblo Bello, San Diego and
Valledupar, municipalities of Norte del Cesar; according to the evidence in the reports
of the Attorney General's Office and victims' organizations, it is a representative unit
to that allows understanding the evolution of the phenomenon of deaths illegitimately
presented as casualties. The representativeness of the phenomenon, from a
quantitative and qualitative perspective, is relevant both due to the magnitude of the
victimization, ethnic victimization, as well as the number of persons from this unit
who have appeared before the JEP and the number of investigations carried out
against members of these units, therefore it is considered relevant to prioritize this
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unit for its analysis in the framework of Case 03. The same occurs with the “Juan José
Rondón” Mechanized Group, whose jurisdiction includes the municipalities of
Albania, Barrancas, Distracción, El Molino, Fonseca, Hatonuevo, Jagua del Pilar, San
Juan del Cesar, Urumita, Villanueva, as well as the areas border areas of Maicao and
Uribía in the department of La Guajira.
__________________
In the period between 2002 and 2004, the La Popa Battalion presented 74% of the deaths questioned in the First
Division (this, excluding the units that will later make up the Seventh Division). Office of the Attorney General of
the Nation. Op. Cit. Page 55.
56It should be noted, however, that the Report What future awaits us ?, presented by the José Alvear Restrepo
Lawyers Collective (CAJAR), the Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners Foundation (CSPP) and the
Colombian Commission of Jurists, indicate that the victims that the La Popa Battalion would be linked to 111 cases
of questioned deaths, in which 208 victims have died. Page 19. Likewise, in the report And we will sing again,
presented by the CAJAR and the CSPP, in association with other ethnic organizations, they affirm that the Popa
would be the unit with the highest number of cases, exceeding 100. Page 484.
57 Belonging to the First Division of the National Army. Between 2002 and 2004, he formed the Second Brigade and
coordinated operationally with Operational Command No. 7; As of 2004, he has been a member of the Tenth
Armored Brigade of the National Army.
58 Colombian National Army, Provision No. 02, on the units of the First Division, August 17, 2001. Information
obtained from the judicial inspection conducted to the Ministry of Defense, [March 27, 28 and 29, 2019].
55

57.
The information provided by the Prosecutor's Office was contrasted with the
facts provided in other reports before the JEP, in accordance with the aforementioned,
and it was established that 7.3% of the total number of victims, for the period between
2002 and 2008 located in the department of Cesar, becoming the third department
with the highest level of victims in the country60.
Subjective impact criterion:
58.
A relevant aspect that appears in Report 5 is that the Prosecutor's Office was
able to identify 41 indigenous victims at the national level, corresponding to 2% of all
victims. However, 22 people belonging to the Kankuama, Wiwa and Wayuu ethnic
groups, more than half of the victims identified, were presented as casualties by
members of the La Popa Battalion and the “Juan José Rondón” Mechanized Group
(Gmron),mainly. Likewise, the First Division reported 6% of the victims identified had
some physical or cognitive disability61. Regarding the others, that the victims were
part of illegal armed groups was also a characteristic of the First Division, with 19
investigations62.
59.
In addition to the above, according to the Attorney General's Office, the Gmron
registers a high number of female victims with 9% of the total number investigated,
representing twice the average percentage of the First Division.
60.
On the other hand, the facts presented by the units attached to the First
Division related to deaths unlawfully presented as casualties which occurred in the
department of Cesar, have led the Prosecutor's Office to carry out 74 investigations
against 472 members of said units63.
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_____________
In particular, Report 1 of the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation that integrates (1) the Oral Accusatory
Penal System law 906 and 1098 (SPOA), (2) the Judicial Information System of law 600 (SIJUF); the information
provided by the National Center for Historical Memory regarding the database built by (3) the Observatory of
Memory and Conflict of the National Center for Historical Memory (CNMH), and (4) the Coordination Colombia
Europe United States (CCEEU) . See, JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to
car CDG-016-2020 of May 20, 2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296.
60 See, JEP, Information Analysis Group, Information Analysis Group, Response to car CDG-016-2020 of May 20,
2020, Bogotá, D.C., June 30, 2020. Rad. CONTI 202003003296.
61 Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op.Cit. P. 14.
62 Ibid. P. 15.
59

61.
It should be noted that, despite being only one of around 200 battalions that
made up the Army for the period analyzed, the La Popa Battalion accounted for 9% of
those appearing who had signed a committal for trial before JEP on March 2018.
62.
In addition to the institutional information collected, the Wiwa and Kankuamo
indigenous peoples, and victims' organizations such as the Committee for Solidarity
with Political Prisoners and the José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers Collective (CAJAR)
submitted several reports64 to the Jurisdiction, which helped to identify other relevant
qualitative aspects for the prioritization of the analysis of the First Division, with
emphasis on the units with jurisdiction in the north of the department of Cesar and
south of La Guajira.

________________
Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court. Report on preliminary examination activities 2018,
International Criminal Court, 2018. Page 4 [Consultation 16-06-2020]. Available at: https://www.icccpi.int/itemsDocuments/2018-otp-rep-PE-Colombia.pdf
64 Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 79
1) General Report of Impacts on Indigenous Peoples, of the National Indigenous Organization of Colombia
(ONIC); 2) And we will sing again, with the air of peace and the desire for justice. Report on the responsibility of the Staff
Officers of the X Armored Brigade and the First Division of the Colombian National Army for the commission of extrajudicial
executions in the period 2003-2008, presented on June 22, 2019 by the José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers' Collective (
CAJAR) and the Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners Foundation (CSPP) with the support of the
Kankuama OIK Indigenous Organization, the Wiwa Yugumaín Bunuankurrua Tayrona OWYBT Organization, the
63
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Association of Family Members United for a Single Pain (AFUSODO), the psychosocial accompaniment to the
victims of the Centro de Attention Psychosocial-CAPS and the Colectivo Psicosocial Colombiano-Copsico; 3)
OWYBT Report (Wiwa people): the true story of the Wiwa people, a report prepared by the Wiwa Yugumaiun
Bunkuanarrua Tayrona Organization (OWYBT), the CAJAR and the International Federation for Human Rights
(FIDH); 4) What future awaits us? Report to the Special Jurisdiction for Peace on the responsibility of Brigadier
General Adolfo León Hernández Martínez and the General Staff of the Artillery Battalion No. 2 "La Popa" for the
period December 2007-June 2009, presented on XX, 2019 by the José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers' Collective, the
Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners Foundation and the Colombian Commission of Jurists; 5) The
dishonorable first place. Report on the General Staff of the First Division of the Colombian National Army for the commission
of extrajudicial executions from December 15, 2003 to April 28, 2005, submitted by CAJAR, the Corporación Jurídica
Libertad (CJL), EQUITAS, the Colectivo de Víctimas Tejiendo Memorias, the CSPP, the Yira Castro Legal
Corporation (CJYC), Humanidad Vigente Legal Corporation, the Minga Association, the Colombian Commission
of Jurists (CCJ), the Orlando Fals Borda Socio-legal Collective and the Inter-Church Justice and Peace Commission
65Report

What future awaits us? Page 85.

Complementary criteria:

63.

In addition to agreeing on the relevance of Bapop and the Gmron for clarifying
possible alliances with paramilitary groups and ethnic victimization, the organizations
highlight that a large number of victims were presented as unidentified persons 65; in several
of the facts analyzed there was the participation of recruiters, intelligence information was
altered, the crime scene was simulated and altered, and the guidelines to prevent this practice
were disregrarded66. Particular emphasis has been placed on the effects that the Kankuamo
indigenous people had to suffer due to the great impact of these deaths on their community.

64.

Considering the foregoing, the Chamber has decided to prioritize the analysis of the
issue in the departments of Cesar and La Guajira, which are part of the jurisdiction of the First
Division. In this regard, the Chamber will initially prioritize the investigation of the facts that
occurred between January 2002 and July 2005 in the north of Cesar and the south of La
Guajira, which corresponded to deaths unlawfully presented as casualties by members of the
Battalion of Artillery No. 2 "La Popa", with the aim of continuing later with the analysis of
Bapop, Gmron and other units in the period between July 2005 and 2008, including the
Divisionary Reaction Force -FURED- which was created in 2006, in addition to the superior
units, including the Caribbean Joint Command No. 1 67 that brought together the First and
Seventh Divisions, with a view to having a broader vision of the situation in the region.
iii) Subcase Norte de Santander
Objective impact criterion:

65.

All the databases on deaths unlawfully presented as casualties delivered to the
Chamber as reports - both judicial and state and non-governmental - place the department of
Norte de Santander in sixth place, at the national level, in number of victims of this practice,
after the departments of Antioquia, Meta, Cesar, Caquetá and Huila. In the database of
MIPCBC victims built from the comparison of all the databases received, the GRAI identified
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420 victims in the department of Norte de Santander in the period 1985-2016. 82% of the
department's victims took place during 1999 and 2008.

66.

The processed information also allows us to observe that the years 2007 (26%) and
2008 (17%) congregate the highest number of victims. Likewise, the largest number of
reported victims is concentrated in the municipalities that are part of the Catatumbo territory.
9 of the 10 municipalities with the highest number of victims in the department belong to this
group and represent 68% of the total.

______________________
.Ibid. P. 85-88.
Created through operational directive 26048 of the General Command of the Military Forces. See Resolution
1604-04 of the Ministry of Defense, Operational Directive 2213 and Provision No. 002 of January 27, 2005.
68 According to the IGAC, the territory of Catatumbo is made up of the following municipalities: This territory of
the country is made up of 11 municipalities: Abrego, Convencion, El Carmen, El Tarra, Hacarí, La Playa, Ocaña,
San
Calixto,
Sardinata,
Teorama
and
Tibú
.
Retrieved
June
11,
2020,
available
at:
https://igac.gov.co/es/noticias/tambien-en-el-catatumbo-igac-de-cara-al-posconflicto
66

67

67.
When examining the relationship between the period with the most victims
and the municipalities that make up the Catatumbo region, it is observed that: (i) El
Carmen, Ábrego and Teorama have relevant amounts that explain the phenomenon
studied in 2007, despite the fact that on that year it has a similar distribution of
victims to that in most of the municipalities of the region. It is striking that two of the
municipalities with the highest number of victims on that year did not report any
victims in the previous year. (ii) In 2008, the largest number of victims were found in
the municipality of Ocaña, which depicts a significant change in comparison to 2007.
(iii) After the high number of victims reported in the 2007-2008 period, in 2009 only
one municipality in the Catatumbo region had victims (Teorama, 2).
68.
Additionally, according to the information sent by the Office of the Attorney
General of the Nation, it was observed that the Second Division, with jurisdiction in
the North of Santander and Boyacá69, is within the four divisions of the National
Army, which concentrate about 60% of the cases.
69.
Based on this quantitative landscape, the Chamber decided to focus on the
detailed clarification of the MIPCBC that occurred during the years 2007 and 2008 in
Catatumbo. The military units with jurisdiction in those municipalities during this
period were: the 15th Mobile Brigade and the 15th “Francisco de Paula Santander”
Infantry Battalion, of the Second Division of the National Army.
70.
Regarding the severity of the events, the Chamber found in the reports sent by
the victims on the facts that occurred in Catatumbo69, an a sense of urgency expressed
by organized civil society, especially in cases of high threat of repetition of the
victimizing events by the situation of insecurity after the agreements were signed, but
related to the historical dynamics of the armed conflict. The events that occurred in
Catatumbo between 2007 and 2008 by members of BRIM15 and BISAN allow the
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construction of at least two representative patterns of macro case 03: on the one hand,
the murder of defenseless people who were previously selected in the sector, in part,
based on prejudice and stigmatization; and on the other, a sort of sophistication of the
criminal pattern, consisting of recruiting victims from other territories, deceiving and
assassinating them in Catatumbo and reporting their death as casualties.
____________________
The Second Division is made up of BR1, with a command post in El Espino (Boyacá); BR5, based in Bucaramanga;
the Thirty Brigade (BR30), based in Cúcuta, and the Mobile Brigade 23, based in El Tarra (Norte de Santander) 582.
Likewise, during the years analyzed, the Mobile Brigade 15 (Brim-15), based in Ocaña (Norte de Santander), was
active (Report No. 5, FGN).
70 Mothers Victims of False Positives -MAFAPO- Report for the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Delivered Sep 14,
2018; Luis Carlos Pérez Lawyers Collective Corporation. Report No. 1 Extrajudicial Executions in Santander and
Norte Santander “His absence will not remain in impunity.” February 6, 2019; Association for Alternative Social
Promotion (MINGA). Like the rumble of thunder. JUSTICE the call of the Catatumbo victims. Documentation of
cases of Extrajudicial Executions 2002-2009. Delivered to the JEP, February 6, 2019; Second Report of the Victim
Mothers of the False Positives -MAFAPO- Report for the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Delivered on Nov 28, 2020
JEP, Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and Determination of Facts and Conducts, “The Criteria
and Methodology for Prioritizing Cases and Situations”, 2018. Page 19.
69

71.
Additionally, in view of the representative nature of the facts, the Chamber
found that, in accordance with what was indicated by the victims in the reports
submitted, the events that took place in Catatumbo between 2007 and 2008 by the
members of BRIM15 and BISAN constitute representative acts with a national impact
where there is recruitment of victims from other territories, deceiving and
assassinating them in Catatumbo and reporting their death as casualties
Subjective impact criterion:
72.
The analyzed and contrasted information indicated that the highest number of
victims of MIPCBC in Catatumbo took place during 2007 and 2008. Among these
victims, organizations highlight in the report the acts committed against people with
mental disabilities and people marked as having a problematic drug use, and people
associated to politics or social leaders74.
73.
Finally, in view of the representation of the alleged perpetrators, the Chamber
found that among the alleged perpetrators of these acts that occurred in Catatumbo
between 2007 and 2008 were, predominantly, the members of BRIM15 and BISAN.
The information available on the involvement of these members of the Army made it
possible to quickly identify commanders of the 15th Mobile Brigade among the
involved, as well as officers of lower ranks, such as Battalion and Company
commanders.
Complementary criteria:
74.
In the case of the investigations against the members of BRIM15 and BISAN,
we found, on the one hand, a significant advance of the ordinary jurisdiction that
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includes the criminal sanction of a retired colonel, who acted as Chief of Operations of
the BRIM15 convicted for some of the facts that occurred in this period and a
significant number of open investigations. On the other hand, from the first months of
the opening of the case, the Chamber received reports from victims' organizations
with details of the events that occurred in that department, in that time period:
________________________
Mothers Victims of False Positives -MAFAPO- Report for the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Delivered Sep 14,
2018; Luis Carlos Pérez Lawyers Collective Corporation. Report No. 1 Extrajudicial Executions in Santander and
Norte Santander "Her absence from her will not go unpunished."
February 6, 2019; Association for Alternative Social Promotion (MINGA) Like the rumble of thunder. JUSTICE
the call of the Catatumbo victims. Documentation of cases of Extrajudicial Executions 2002-2009. Delivered to the
JEP, February 6, 2019.
73 See, for example, MINGA Report, Page 166. Name of the victim: FAIR LEONARDO PORRAS, Date: January 12,
2008. Place: Vereda el Tirol, Abrego municipality, Norte de Santander and
74 Mothers Victims of False Positives -MAFAPO- Report for the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Delivered Sep 14,
2018; Luis Carlos Pérez Lawyers Collective Corporation. Report No. 1 Extrajudicial Executions in Santander and
Norte Santander "His absence will not remain in impunity."
February 6, 2019; Association for Alternative Social Promotion (MINGA). Like the rumble of thunder. JUSTICE
the call of the Catatumbo victims. Documentation of cases of Extrajudicial Executions 2002-2009. Delivered to the
JEP, February 6, 2019.
72

Table 6. Reports from victims' organizations about MIPCBC in Catatumbo
Sender organization / entity

Title of the report

Submission date to the JEP

Mothers Victims of False Positives

Report for the Special

September 14, 2018.

-MAFAPO-

Jurisdiction for Peace

Luis Carlos Pérez Lawyers

Report No. 1 Extrajudicial

Collective Corporation.

February 06, 2019.

Executions in Santander and
Norte Santander "His absence
from him will not go
unpunished.".

Association for Alternative Social

Like the rumble of

Promotion (MINGA)

thunderJUSTICE the call of the

February 06, 2019.

victims of
Catatumbo.Documentation of
cases of Extrajudicial Executions
2002-2009.
Mothers Victims of False Positives

"United by Memory and Truth."

-MAFAPO-

Second Report

November 28, 2020.

Source: Case file 03

75.
This allowed the Chamber to conclude that for the department of Norte de
Santander it will prioritize the investigation of the events that occurred between
January 2007 and December 2008 in Catatumbo, which corresponded to deaths
unlawfully presented as casualties by members of the Mobile Brigade 15 and the
Infantry Battalion "Francisco de Paula Santander" No. 15.
iv) Sub-case Huila
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Objective impact criterion:
76.
Objective impact criterion: Based on the results of the territorial grouping of
facts associated with MIPBC, it was possible to observe the occurrence of a significant
number of them in the central departments of the country 4 year period, coinciding
with the proliferation of cases with the increase in the national trend. Thus, the Fifth
Division of the Army, which has jurisdiction over the departments of Boyacá,
Cundinamarca, Tolima and Huila, was characterized by a substantial increase in
MIPBC cases between 2005 and 2008, compared to the number of cases registered
before and after that period75. According to the information provided by the FGN,
most of the cases, 267, were localized in the departments of Tolima and Huila. The
reports of the Surcolombiano Observatory of Human Rights and the José Alvear
Restrepo Lawyers Collective describe facts and hypotheses in this same sense.
77.
The increase in events in the aforementioned departments in the same time
period in which a similar ones happen on a national scale points to a correlation that
must be analyzed to determine whether it is explained within the framework of a
national plan or policy. This approach is limited to the objective criterion of
prioritizing the severity of the events.
78.
The data from Tolima and Huila, which correspond to the jurisdictions of the
Sixth Brigades (BR6) and Ninth (BR9), respectively, were analyzed to identify the
municipalities with the highest number of incidents and associate them with the
tactical units that were present there.
79.
With regard to the Department of Huila and with it to BR9, of a total of 327
deaths reported as operational results, the majority were concentrated in the south
and center of the Department, particularly in the municipality of Pitalito with 39
victims, corresponding to 26.9% of all deaths; followed by the municipality of Garzón,
where 19 victims were registered, that is, 13.1% of the total 77.
80.
A very significant percentage of the events that occurred in the Department are
attributable to soldiers assigned to two of the battalions that have their area of
operations there: the Infantry Battalion no. 27 "Magdalena" based in Pitalito and
jurisdiction in southern Huila, and the 26th Infantry Battalion "Cacique Pigoanza",
based in Garzón and jurisdiction in the center of the department. The relevance of the
prioritization of these units is also observed in the magnitude of the selection of
people in the municipalities of Garzón and Pitalito, which concentrated 40% of the
victims of MIPBC in the Department. These data allow us to fulfill the objective
prioritization criterion that refers to the magnitude of the victimization.

Subjective impact criterion:
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____________________
Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Deaths unlawfully presented as combat casualties by
State agents, report No. 5 of the Attorney General's Office to the Special Jurisdiction for Peace. Bogotá: Attorney
General's Office, 2018. Page 144. Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court. Report on
preliminary examination activities 2018, International Criminal Court, 2018. Page 5 [Consultation 01-21-2019].
Available
at:
https://www.jep.gov.co/Sala-dePrensa/Documents/INFORME%20CORTE%20PENAL%20INTERNACIONAL%20DICIEMBRE%202018.pdf.
Colombia-Europe-United States coordination. Extrajudicial executions in Colombia 2002-2010: Crimes against
humanity under the mandate of democratic security, 2012 [Consultation: 06/20/2018] Available at:
https://coeuropa.org.co/ejecuciones-extrajudionales-en-colombia -2002-2010-crimes-against-humanity-under-themandate-of-the-defense-and-democratic-security-policy /.
76 OBSURDH. EEJJ cases matrix. Huila Report.
77 Colombia. Coordination Colombia - Europe - United States. Op. Cit. Page 229.
75

81.
The subjective impact criterion is aimed at identifying aspects that make it
necessary to prioritize by the characteristics of the active and passive subjects of the
victimizing events. The information available when analyzing these territories
allowed us to identify that the victimization occurred as a consequence of the
stigmatization of the population of rural areas or remote from the municipal capitals
as sympathizers or members of the FARC, mainly, or taking advantage of related
vulnerability situations with the consumption of psychoactive substances and
economic marginalization in the population.
82.
Likewise, the report by the South Colombian Human Rights Observatory
affirms that victims, including peasant women, were frequently deceived with the
possibility of doing work in a rural area or participating in some illegal activity 78.
In other cases, a characteristic of the extrajudicial executions attributed phenomenon
to these battalions is also observed: the use of informants and recruiters to identify
victims or even their deceit to transfer them to the places where the fighting was
simulated.
83.
On the other hand, the behavior of the units attached to the Fifth Division, in
particular the BR6 and BR9, led the FGN to conduct investigations against two
Generals and 84 investigations against 167 members of those units79. This is related to
the subjective impact criterion aimed at establishing the representativeness of the
alleged perpetrators, since indications of decisive participation in the crimes by people
with high ranks within the organization associated with the victimizing acts can be
seen.
Complementary criteria:
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84.
In addition to the information extracted from the reports of the FGN and the
Executive Secretariat of the JEP, which give an account of the investigation of these
events in the ordinary justice system, different organizations have ruled on the
dimension and impact that the conduct had on the department of Huila. Thus, what
was indicated in the reports that victims' organizations such as the Surcolombiano
Observatorio de Derechos Humanos or the José Alvear Restrepo Lawyers Collective
submitted to the Jurisdiction, allowed the identification of lines of investigation that
aim to clarify the participation of senior commanders of the units mentioned in the
facts and their responsibility for the unusual increase in MIPBC in these departments.
____________________
OBSURDH. Huila Report.
Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court. Report on preliminary examination activities 2018,
International Criminal Court, 2018. Page 5 [Consultation 01-21-2019]. Available at: https://www.jep.gov.co/Sala-dePrensa/Documents/INFORME%20CORTE%20PENAL%20INTERN ACIONAL% 20DICIEMBRE% 202018.pdf
80Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 79
78

79

85.
From the above, the activation of the complementary prioritization criterion
related to the availability of information is observed, as there is a considerable level of
information from state institutions and civil society organizations that report the facts
and request their clarification by the authorities. the Jurisdiction.
86.
This allowed the Chamber to conclude that it will prioritize the investigation of
the events that corresponded to deaths unlawfully presented as casualties in combat
by members of the military units with jurisdiction in the department of Huila.
v) Subcase Casanare
Objective impact criterion:
87.
In the territory comprised by the department of Casanare, the province of La
Libertad in Boyacá and some areas of Arauca, where the Sixteenth Brigade of the
National Army (BR16) carried out operations, a significant number of deaths
unlawfully presented as casualties were also identified. in combat. This unit formed
the Fourth Division between 2004 and 2009, when it became the Eighth Division.
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Illustration 3. Number of deaths investigated by year and department, Fourth Division.
2001-2011

Graph and source: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. page 112

____________________
It includes the municipalities of Labranzagrande, Paya, Pisba and Pajarito.
Although the department of Arauca was under the jurisdiction of the XVIII Brigade, the Chamber has been able
to identify at least three disputed deaths in the municipality of Tame. Likewise, one has been identified in the
municipality of Barranca de Upía, Meta, and another in Paratebueno, Cundinamarca, operations questioned with
the results of deaths in combat presented by units of the XVI Brigade. Colombia. Special Jurisdiction for Peace.
Chambers of Justice. Recognition Chamber. Brigade XVI Fact List Database (hereinafter SRVR, BR16 Fact List).
80

81

88.
The Fourth Division ranked second in operational results for the entire country
and in 2007 it ranked first. Of the five brigades that made it up, in a variable manner,
the Fourth Division, the VII Brigade and the XVI Brigade congregate the highest
number of deaths in question, for a total of 230 processes in the Public Prosecutor's
Office in the period between 2001 and 2011, by the death of 415 people. As described
by the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation in official documents and in
Report No. 5 “Illegitimate deaths presented as casualties ”, the investigations carried
out against the Fourth Division show two critical moments, one initial in 2003, in
which the department of Meta shows almost the totality of the participation, and a
second increase in which the XVI Brigade presented the majority of deaths for the
years 2006 and 2007, and which corresponded to the increase in cases nationwide.
Casanare registered, for the period analyzed, 7.9% of all cases, which represents 179
direct victims, ranking second after Antioquia and before Cesar and Meta85.
89.
Likewise, according to the official information provided by the Prosecutor's
Office, the battalions of the XVI Brigade with the highest number of deaths
investigated in Law 600 of 2000 and in Law 906 of 2004 are the Infantry Battalion No.
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44 “Ramón Nonato Pérez” ( BIRNO) and the Gaula de Casanare Group (GACAS),
ranked 11 and 19, according to the number of reported victims, 50 and 40 respectively,
for the period 2002-200886.
90.
On the other hand, the conduct of the units attached to the Fourth Division, in
particular the BR7 and BR16, led the Prosecutor's Office to conduct investigations
against at least one general, one colonel and 53 majors. It also conducted 276
investigations against 1,247,247 members of the units that made up this Division.

___________________
Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 111-112.
Ibid. P. 112-114.
84 Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 43.
85Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Report No. 5 Deaths illegitimately presented as casualties.
Page 13. In this same sense, the Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners Foundation - CSPP. "Neither
criminals, nor combatants." Report on extrajudicial executions committed by members of the XVI Brigade of the National
Army between 2005 and March 2008. Page 1.
86Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit., Pp. 36-37. This represents 4% of the total victims registered
for that period and a little more than half of the victims reported for the department of Casanare are in these two
units, out of the nine units that make up the Brigade.
87 Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court. Op. Cit. P. 5.
87Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 79
82
83

Illustration 4. Homicides questioned to the Army by the Human Rights Unit of the
Prosecutor's Office in the Department of Casanare 2000-2010
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Graph: Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Connotation Cases Report (2012-2016), p. 51. Source: Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights, UN (2015)

91.
The data from these departments that correspond to the jurisdictions of the
Seventh Brigades (BR7) and Sixteenth Brigades (BR16), respectively, were analyzed to
identify the municipalities with the highest number of incidents and associate them
with the tactical units that were present there.
92.
Regarding the territory of the XVI Brigade, for the period between January 2005
and December 2008, a total of 24,324 results of casualties88 were reported by this unit,
of which, from the crossing with From the database built by the Recognition Chamber
with the reports and information gathered in the framework of case 03, it has been
possible to identify 7279 deaths in question (some of these have already been
determined by the judicial or disciplinary authorities as deaths unlawfully presented
as casualties) associated with 9,197 events, the majority concentrated in the
municipalities of Aguazul (21.8%), Yopal (13.77%) and Monterrey (10.22%), and, to a
lesser extent, in the municipalities of Támara, Tauramena, Paz de Ariporo and Hato
Corozal, which each had a participation between 6 and 99%.
__________________
Ministry of National Defense, Report of operational results delivered to the Recognition Truth and Responsibility
Chamber, August 2018.
88

93.
Likewise, in the analysis of deaths illegitimately presented as casualties per
100,000 inhabitants, it was determined that, for the period 2002-2008, the rate for the
department of Casanare was the highest in the entire country with almost 12 per
100,000 inhabitants. It should be noted that for 2007, the MIPCBC rate in Casanare
reached 30.9 per 100,000 inhabitants, with 34 the national rate for homicide that same
year and 51 the rate for the department of Casanare. This allows to show the severity
of the impact of this phenomenon in this territory90.
94.
As it can be seen in the following table, additionally, during 2007, the
percentage of challenged results of the XVI Brigade is three-quarters of the total
results presented, which is why it is necessary to analyze the evolution of the
phenomenon between the period 2005 and 2008.
Table 7. Results in question of the XVI Brigade (2005-2008)
Year

Operational results
/ people

%
of
questioned
results

Questioned results

Number
victims

of
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Year

Operational results
/ people

%
of
questioned
results

Questioned results

Number
victims

2005

59 / 115

29%

17

37

2006

99 / 140

61%

60

84

2007

144 / 187

75%

108

143

2008

24 / 34

33%

8

11

of

Own elaboration, source: List of facts and operations BR16

Subjective impact criterion:
95.
According to the information available in the reports, some characteristics of
the facts were identified that show that the victimization took place using
demobilized persons and informants, who identified other demobilized persons or
persons identified as being associated to criminal groups, mainly by of the members
of the GAULA Casanare Group. This profile was also defined by the commander of
the Battalion, retired Major Gustavo Enrique Soto Bracamonte, who considered this
would allow the cases to be deemed as legal. 91
__________________
SRVR, Statement of Facts BR16.
Colombia. National Institute of Legal Medicine and Forensic Sciences. Forensis. Data for life. INMLCF, 2007.
Pages. 21, 40.
91 Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. Op. Cit. P. 116-117.
89

90

96.
In addition to the information extracted from the reports of the Prosecutor's
Office and the Executive Secretariat of the JEP, which give an account of the
investigation of these events in the ordinary justice system, different organizations
have ruled on the dimension and impact that the conduct had on the department of
Casanare, the Province of La Libertad and Arauca. It has been indicated in the report
of the Committee of Solidarity with Political Prisoners and it has been found in the
investigations carried out by the Prosecutor's Office that the most important
proportion of these victims were peasants92 or were engaged in informal work in the
fields, and that others had had some Links with illegal armed groups or had criminal
records. A few had had links with the Army, for having served in military service93,
had served as informants or had been part of the Police94. Although it is not
statistically significant, among the more than 7,270 victims there were two older
adults (one was 84 years old), two people with a disability, street dwellers, people
identified as problematic drug users, and people associated to politics or social
leaders96.
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97.
In accordance with the foregoing, the Chamber concludes that in the
department of Casanare it will prioritize the investigation of the facts that occurred
between January 2005 and December 2008, which corresponded to deaths unlawfully
presented as casualties by members of the XVI Brigade.
vi) Subcase Meta
Objective impact criterion:
98.

Regarding the objective criterion of impact, regarding the magnitude of the
victimization, the Chamber found that the data presented to the JEP by the Attorney General's
Office (Report No. 5), in addition to those already described in the previous paragraphs, they
place the Army's Fourth Division, and in particular the military units with an area of
responsibility in the department of Meta, in the first place at the national level, according to
the number of deaths reported in question 97.

99.
The data of the Meta Department in which the Seventh Brigades (BR7) and Mobile
7 (BRIM7) are included, added to the Joint Task Force “Omega” (FUTCO), were analyzed
to identify the municipalities with the greatest number of events and associate them to the
tactical units that were present there. On this basis it is evident that a military unit with
jurisdiction in the department, the Infantry Battalion no. 21 “Batalla Pantano de Vargas”
(BIVAR), presented the most significant increase in the number of deaths illegitimately
presented as casualties. After the analysis and concentration of the available information,
it was possible to establish that this unit presented the highest number of MIPCBC during
the years 2002-2005; Consequently, the clarification of the events that occurred in this
period shall be prioritized.
______________
Committee for Solidarity with Political Prisoners Foundation - CSPP. Op. Cit. P. 5.
This is the case of Wilfredo Acevedo (BR16_26).
94This is the case of Javier Estévez Rincón (BR16_18).
95This is the case of Óscar Moreno (BR16_36), who had been a patrol officer for the National Police.
96SRVR, Statement of Facts BR16.
97 Op. Cit. Colombia. Office of the Attorney General of the Nation. P. 42.
92

93

Information availability criteria
100. According to the judicial information included both in the report of the
Executive Secretary to the JEP and in Report 1 of the FGN, there is news of the
prosecition of at least 47 constitutive events of MIPBC in the period 2002-2005, which
they gather a total of 104 victims. Said events are related to 153 soldiers, most of
whom are attached to BIVAR. Of the military units that were present in the
Department of Meta, the BIVAR concentrates the largest number of members
investigated and volunteers appearing before the JEP, so it is reasonable to prioritize
the clarification of the facts allegedly committed by members of this battalion, also by
virtue of the complementary criterion of availability of the information99.
3.

Scope and effects of the internal prioritization strategy of Case 03
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101. In accordance with the foregoing, in the framework of Case 03, the Chamber
adopts the internal prioritization of the six (6) sub-cases described. This prioritization
must be framed within the particular characteristics of the investigation of this case,
guaranteeing the effective participation of the victims, the identification of liabilities
based on criminal patterns, plans and / or policies, and the strategy for determining
facts and conducts" bottom up ”adopted.
102. First, as established by the Constitutional Court, the application of the
prioritization criteria that has occurred so far in macro case 03 are inherent to a
transitional justice investigation strategy “of macro-processes in which there is a massive
participation of all victims and that they are not structured by chance, but by virtue of
investigations based on contexts and the analysis of organized crime structures ” 100.

__________________
"(...) in the period between 2002 and 2005, the BIVAR (Infantry Battalion 21 Batalla Pantano de Vargas,
based in Meta) reported a greater number of investigated deaths." Ibid. P. 111.
99 The Recognition, Truth and Responsibility Chamber ordered the practice of judicial inspections of the
files of those filed 2113, 7383, 8521, 8522, 8523, 8524, 8527, 8528, 8529, 8539, 8541, 8542, 8943, 9197 and 9437
located in the Office of the Seventy-Two (72) Specialized Prosecutor for Human Rights and International
Humanitarian Law, as well as the files of files 2113, 7383, 8521, 8522, 8523, 8524, 8527, 8528, 8529, 8539,
8541, 8542, 8943, 9197, 9437, 9435, 8880, 8889, 8532, 8536 located in the 21st Prosecutor's Office Delegated
to the Bogotá Court, Directorate of Transitional Justice.
100 C-579 of 2013, See p. 1 of this document.
98

103. To date, the Chamber, within the framework of Case 03, has adopted all the
measures that it has considered suitable to guarantee the effective participation of the
victims in each of the stages of the process. The first thing was the reception of
reports, many of them of a territorial nature that had an impact, as we pointed out
before, in the application of the prioritization criteria. Subsequently, the sub-cases
conducted educational sessions in each of the concentrated regions and received
requests for accreditation of victims in those territories. At present, the case is in the
stage of receiving voluntary versions and the accredited victims in the case have
participated effectively so much, (i) receiving copies of the videos of the voluntary
versions made since the first months of the investigation, (ii ) subsequently, since the
month of May 2019, directly attending these proceedings and presenting, through
their representatives, questions to the appearing parties; and, finally, (iii) in the two
most advanced sub-cases, during 2020, presenting observations to the voluntary
versions both orally (oral observations presentation hearings), and in writing.
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104. By means of this ruling, the Chamber presents before the procedural subjects
and special intervening parties, including the certified victims, the internal
prioritization of Case 03. Therefore, the Chamber will guarantee the provisions of the
law so that the victims are heard in these alleged prioritization suppostions101.
105. In accordance with the provisions of the JEP Procedure Law, Law 1922 of 2018,
victims with a direct and legitimate interest will have the right to “be heard in cases of
prioritization […] Regarding the guarantee of prioritization, victims may engage with
observations through their organizations” 102.
106. The right of victims to "be heard in cases of prioritization" has been guaranteed by
the Recognition Chamber since the process of preparing the document "The Criteria
and Methodology for Prioritization of Cases and Situations" in 2018 and within each
macro case throughout the different stages of the process.
107. In macro case 03, as we mentioned before, the victims have participated
actively from the first months of the investigation with the filing of the voluntary
versions made, time at which they were submitted to the investigating judges that
would rule the first decisions regarding the concentration case103.
108. However, the Chamber considers that, based on the communication of this
ruling, in compliance with the provisions of the aforementioned article 27C of Law
1922, the victims accredited in case 03 may submit observations to the prioritization
cases described in this ruling through their representatives. These observations may
also be presented by the Public Ministry in its capacity as representative of the
undetermined victims, in accordance with article 77 of Law 1957 of 2019.
___________________
Law 1922 of 2018, article 27D.
Law 1922 of 2018, article 27D.
103 Order of December 7, 2018, Judge Catalina Díaz Gómez and Judge Óscar Parra Vera.
101
102

109. Second, the application of these criteria must be framed within a macro process
research strategy. For this reason, it is crucial to understand that the decisions made
regarding prioritization in macro-case 03 are aimed at making the investigation as
efficient as possible and advancing in the identification of criminal patterns, plans and
/ or policies that will be attributed to the maximums. responsible. In no way do these
decisions correspond to the investigation "case by case" of the prioritized events. The
prioritization is aimed at identifying the criminal patterns, plans and / or policies that
led to the occurrence of the most serious and representative crimes investigated by the
Recognition Chamber, in order to be able to attribute them to those most responsible.
110. The identification of criminal patterns, plans or policies based on the
prioritized facts or sub-cases allows the Chamber to deepen in the clarification of the
truth and contribute to non-repetition, and, at the same time, ensures the attribution
of responsibility to the maximum responsible for all the facts that correspond to the
clarified criminal pattern, plan or policy.
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111. Third, the internal prioritization strategy of Case 03 allows to conclude, to date,
six (6) sub-cases or groups of facts for which the Chamber has initiated the
investigation of the MIPCBC that occurred in the national territory. There is no
additional order of priority among the six (6) sub-cases and their progress in each of
the stages corresponds to the progress of the investigation itself, which depends on
the availability of information and resources.
112. As we have pointed out throughout this ruling, the prioritization exercise is a
cycle that feeds on available information, based on available resources, seeking to
rationalize efforts and maximize results and their impact. The prioritization of these
sub-cases in macro-case 03 does not imply that other units, territories, periods or subcases will not be addressed later.
113. In addition to the six (6) prioritized sub-cases, in the macro-case, the events that
occurred in other departments of the country, such as Arauca, Boyacá, Caquetá,
Guainía, Guaviare, Putumayo and Sucre, are in the analysis and systematization
phase. These facts as well as others of a representative nature that occurred in other
departments of the country, will be addressed in the second phase of the investigation
of Case 03, which, in accordance with the “bottom-up” investigation strategy, will
focus on the determination of the facts. , behaviors, decisive participants and
maximum responsible persons at other levels of territorial and national scale.
By virtue of the foregoing considerations, in exercise of its constitutional, legal and
regulatory functions, the Chamber for the Recognition of Truth, Responsibility and
Determination of Facts and Conducts,
II.

RESOLVES

First – MAKE KNOWN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC the internal prioritization of
Case 03 of the Examination Chamber in the terms described in the considerations of
this ruling.
Second - SET a term of 15 working days for the presentation of written observations
by the representatives of the accredited victims in the framework of Case 03 and the
Public Ministry regarding the content of this ruling.
Third - NOTIFY the content of this ruling to the procedural subjects and special
interveners recognized in the framework of Case 03.
Fourth - Against this decision the appeal for reconsideration proceeds, in accordance
with article 12 of Law 1922 of 2018.
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SO ORDERED
Issued in Bogotá D.C., on February 12, 2021

NADIEZHDA HENRÍQUEZ CHACÍN
Judge President of the Chamber

BELKIS FLORENTINA IZQUIERDO
Judge Vice President of the Chamber

CATALINA DÍAZ GÓMEZ
Judge

JULIETA LEMAITRE RIPOLL
Judge

OSCAR PARRA VERA
Judge
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